Wall to wall & carpet tiles , are carpets intended to cover a floor entirely. Carpet over 4
meters in length is usually installed with the use of a "power stretcher" (tubed or
tubeless).Fitted carpets were originally woven to the dimensions of the specific area they
were covering. They were later made in smaller strips, around the time stair carpet became
popular, and woven at the site of the job by the carpet fitter. These carpets were then held
in place with individually nailed tacks driven through the carpet around the perimeter and
occasionally small rings in the carpet which were folded over.The introduction of "smoot
hedge" also known as "tack strip", "tackless strip", or "gripper strip" simplified the
installation of wall-to-wall carpeting, increasing the neatness of the finish at the wall.
Because gripper strips are essentially the same thickness as underlay, using gripper strips
yields a level edge, whereas tacking gives an uneven edge.
Gripper strip is a strip of wood beveled on one edge with many small tacks protruding
through from the bottom. It is placed around the perimeter of the area to be carpeted, with
the beveled edge side nearest the wall and held in place with nails (timber floors) or glue
(concrete floor). The carpet fits over it (held on the tacks) and is wedged into the narrow
gully left between the wall and Bellevue side giving a smooth edge. Gripper strips allow
stretching of the carpet during installation, greatly improving the appearance of the
installation. Stretching can be performed with the use of a power stretcher or a manual
knee-kicker.Gluing without underlay or gripper is simpler as the carpet is cut to the wall by
the fitter and glued underneath.
Wall to wall We offer the finest collection of carpets for residential requirements. We stock over 30 carpet
encompassing a variety of styles and shapes from the truly classic to the ultra contemporary. The benefits of
broadloom carpet which includes high aesthetics ,no visible seams & provides great comfort underfoot when
installed with proper padding
Carpet tiles are an ideal floor covering in all rooms both at work and at home which are tough, hard-wearing or a ,
colorful design for your home,we have a great choice for your selection which offer versatility, high performance
criteria and a range of design options limited only by the imagination. They are ideally suited to areas where raised
access flooring is installed ~ as they can be individually lifted, causing a minimum of disruption. Moreover, worn
tiles, at high traffic points, can be easily replaced, either by new tiles, or by unworn tiles taken from the recesses of
the carpeted area to this the easy cleaning and fitting, and you have the perfect solution for all your carpeting needs.
We have sample packs containing small sections of actual tiles so you can compare the colours and patterns to your
existing or planned decor.
Wall to wall carpeting shampooing When we are cleaning wall-to-wall carpet, we will need to do more than just
vacuum. Carpets that become heavily soiled will require shampooing to restore the carpet's appearance. Deep
cleaning your wall-to-wall carpet regularly will keep the color of your carpet vibrant and will help reduce allergens
and dirt particles that an ordinary vacuum cannot remove completely. Cleaning a wall-to-wall carpet will require
that you set aside a few hours out of your day to ensure that it is clean them properly. We have a specialize team & a
wide stock range of carpet accessories and tools for your installation needs
Wall to wall & sofa steam cleaning
Wall to wall carpets & upholstery cleaning services is all about the experiences that has come from years on the job
, the right kind of equipment's & chemicals used . All furnitures & carpets are not the same and, therefore, not all
furniture can be cleaned in the same manner as this is divided into many sectors such as , quality of material ,dyes ,

texture & finishing of the said item .
It is harder to notice the oily built up on your carpet fibers & fabric over time. Nature , daily use ,outdoor footwear,
air pollution, cooking and other vapors takes its toll on fibers & fabric which results in stains , soiling , oil marks &
discoloration .
This is a job that is best left to the experts who are familiar with the right chemicals , equipments & are trained to
carry out such task . The method might look as easy as ABC but it is definitely not & there have been many cases
that the carpet or upholsterer has been completely ruined by do it your self task . The experts who visit your home
or office will preform the steam cleaning with care using the safest chemical needed to carry out the cleaning
process known as a hot water extraction system, passes over a moist, shampooed carpet o sofa in order to remove
deep rooted dirt particles. The hot water extraction system emits no steam but provides deep cleaning that takes
place in homes , offices or on site.
The professional will use a very powerful vacuum to remove dirt that is on the fabric & then use hot water
extraction methods & spray your item with water chemical solutions & detergent getting your fabric soaked &
allowing loosening of dirt after which they will scrub the surface with a very powerful steam vacuum loosening all
dirt & oil from the fabric .At the same time the vacuum will be sucking in the excess water from the carpet or sofa .
This process is manually done & a deep understanding of the right chemical , water & pressure is very important .
There are some cases where manual scrubbing is also require to removed certain stains or oil patch which have been
left for too long & have changed the colour of the fabric .
Steam cleaning or deep cleaning is very affordable & should be done once every 12 to 18 months , as this will help
in keeping your items clean , which translates to better hygiene & health that looks & feel great which is appreciated
by everyone . The benefits of steam cleaning are the extremely hot steam produced by the steam cleaner sanitizes
germ-laden surfaces ,can kill bacteria, viruses, molds and pests . The Office of Environmental, Health, and Safety
Management recommends steam cleaning for bed bug infestations.

